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Deciding Associativity for

Partial Multiplication Tables of Order 3*

By Paul W. Bunting, Jan van Leeuwen and Dov Tamari

Abstract. The associativity problem for the class of finite multiplication tables is known

to be undecidable, even for quite narrow infinite subclasses of tables.   We present cri-

teria which can be used to decide associativity in many cases, although any effective

method based on such criteria must eventually fail on a table of some size (as other-

wise decidability for the general class would follow).   By means of an extensive com-

puter search we have been able to use the criteria successfully to solve the associativity

problem for all tables of order up to 3. We find 24,733 associative tables and 237,411

nonassociative tables, and present some further statistics about how "deep" we had to

search to establish the nonassociativity of a table.  We also prove that there are tables

of order 3 for which no "one-mountain" theorem holds (which was known previously

only for order 6 examples).   Our methods make use of efficient data-representations

and techniques of heuristic and adaptive programming.

1. Introduction.   A finite partial multiplication table (or simply: a table) is a set

V = {v1,... ,vn) with an n x n array A = (a¡j) such that

a   =   \vk>    iff, ■Vj = Vk>

11      \ *,     if v¡ • Vj is undefined (a hole).

The associativity problem is the question to determine for any given table (V, A)

whether or not it can be embedded in a semigroup table.

Tamari proved that the associativity problem for tables is algorithmically unde-

cidable, by reducing it first to the word-problem for groups [17], [18] and later to

the word-problem for semigroups [19], [20].   In this paper we shall present several

criteria which can be used to decide associativity in many cases, although clearly any

general effective method based on such criteria must eventually fail on a table of some

size (as otherwise decidability for the general class would follow).

Earlier Tamari classified all 34 = 81 tables of order 2 by hand.  As there are as

many as 49 = 262,144 tables of order 3 (admittedly containing many isomorphic

tables), it is no longer feasible to proceed to higher-order tables by mere hand-calcula-

tion.  The main result of this paper is that by means of an extensive computer search

we have been able to use our set of criteria successfully to solve the associativity

problem for all tables of order up to 3.

We report how our criteria are used to have the computer drastically reduce the

number of tables requiring closer examination.  Typically, we apply a number of in-
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expensive tests first to obtain an initial separation of associative, nonassociative, and

"still undecided" tables. We do not use isomorphism-rejection until a rather late stage

in the process. In the end we must solve 16 remaining cases by hand. We find 24,733

associative tables and 237,411 nonassociative tables, and present some further statistics

about how "deep" we had to search to establish the nonassociativity of tables. We al-

so prove that Tamari's "one-mountain" theorem [20] does not hold for general tables,

by means of order 3 examples. (It was demonstrated previously only by means of or-

der 6 examples.)

There would be as many as 516 = 152,587,890,625 cases to consider if we were

to extend our classification to tables of order 4.   Even with isomorphism-rejection

under a plausible group of symmetries in advance, we expect that our current criteria

and heuristics will require 4 months of computing time (assuming that our criteria are

indeed sufficient for tables of order up to 4).  The associativity problem for tables of

order 5 seems to be well beyond our computing capacity.

It is conceivable that more intricate rejection-criteria can reduce the computing

time for tables of order 4 to within affordable limits.  We hope that our present results

for tables of order 3 provide some new insights into the intricate structure of multi-

plication-tables, in view of the continuing efforts to analyze and catalog finite semi-

groups and related structures by computer.  We mention the studies of Forsythe [6],

Tetsuya et al. [21], Plemmons [13], [14], and Jürgensen et al. [7]—[9].   Recently

Jürgensen and Wick [9] completed the classification of all semigroup tables of order up

to 7.

Our computer programs make use of efficient data-representations and techniques

of heuristic and adaptive programming from artificial intelligence. We benefitted from

the studies of Weiss [22] and Baker, Dewdney and Szilard [1] and Bitner and Reingold

[2] in deciding some details in implementing our criteria.

2. Preliminaries.   Let V = {vx, ... ,vn] be an alphabet (or set of generators),

and let V* be the set of all words (strings) of finite length over V.   Each string can be

considered as a product in the generators, provided we fix a particular order of evalua-

tion for the expression.   Informally, a table T is called associative if for all strings the

evaluation strategies which yield a single letter value all produce, in fact, an identical

such value.   T is called nonassociative if there is a string for which at least two different

strategies yield different single letter values.

2.1. Notations and Theoretical Results.   Let T be an arbitrary table over V.   Let

X, Y, a, ß, ... be strings in V*.  We say that X contracts to Y, notation X —► Y, if
c

we can write X = av^ß and Y = avkß with v¡Vj = vk.  We say that X expands to Y,

notation X -j* Y, if we can write X = avkß and Y = avtVjß with v¡Vj = vk.  We shall

write X ¿-+ Y if and only if X -¿+ Y or X -j* Y (where it should be noted that the two

relations cannot be valid simultaneously). Let —+ denote the reflexive and transi-

tive closure of -^*. We may occasionally want to add a subscript T to indicate the

specific table to which the relations refer.

Let X =r y if and only if X —■* Y.   One can verify that =T is an equivalence

relation.  The associativity of a table may now be formulated as follows.
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Definition.   Table T is associative if and only if v¡ ̂ T v¡ for all /' i= j.

A pair o¡, Vj (i ¥= /) with v¡ =T u- will be called a "contradiction" for table T.

In order to determine the (non)associativity of a table it would be of help to

know how contradictions can occur. Unfortunately, little is known, except for Tamari's

"one-mountain" theorem for symmetric tables ([20], also Newman [11]).  A table is

called "symmetric" if it is the table of a partial inverse property loop (or symmetrical

monoid, de Carvalho and Tamari [5], Tamari [18], [20]).

Theorem 2.a. // T is symmetric and v¡ =T v¡ (i ^ /), then there is an X E V*
if: ifc

such that Vj -j* X -j* v¡.

Proof.   Let v¡ —£ v.-, and consider a chain of contractions and expansions from

Vj to Vj.  Suppose that somewhere in the chain it happens that a contraction precedes

an expansion.   Consider the last contraction in the chain with this property

•fc

v.  -*••••-»• X. -*■ X. -*■••••+ Xt -*■ Vj    (some t > 2).
c,e c,e c e e c    '

Let Xx = avkVjß and X2 = avmß with vk • v¡ = vm.  Since T is symmetric one must

have v, = vk x vm, and one can change the beginning of the segment from Xx to Xt to

• • • (Xx = )avkvß ? otvkvkxvmß -> • • •

where we observe that the resulting string properly "contains" X2.  It follows that we

can proceed with the expansions which were applied to X2, ... , Xt_x originally, and

obtain Xt back after contracting vkvk x to 1 (the identity of T) and one more contrac-

tion to absorb the 1.

By repeating this construction one can move all contractions to the end of the

chain.    D

The one-mountain theorem asserts that under special circumstances one may

find all contradictions in a table by restricting attention to chains in which all expan-

sions occur before any contractions.  A one-mountain theorem was found recently also

in the entirely different context of recursion-structure simplification (Strong, Maggiolo-

Schettini and Rosen [16]).

Unfortunately, the one-mountain theorem (2.a) is not true in general.  Tamari

[20] gave a counterexample in a table of order 6, and we shall find counterexamples

even in tables of order 3.  Even when the one-mountain theorem holds it will not be

of great help in "solving" the associativity problem, as Tamari [17], [18] showed that

the problem is even undecidable for the class of symmetric tables (by a reduction to

the word-problem for groups).

One may want to classify nonassociative tables according to the minimal chain-

length needed to find a contradiction: the smallest k such that v¡ -^* v¡ for some i^j.
° i c,e    1 '

Denote this value for table T by kT.

Definition.  L(n) — max{kT\T a (nonassociative) table of order n}.

L is seen to be a nondecreasing, nonrecursive total function.  Knowing L (as an

oracular input) would enable us to bound the search for contradictions in a table.

Open Problem.   Prove or disprove that L is a strictly increasing function.

Once a table is known to be associative (nonassociative) one can immediately
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derive the conclusion for some other tables.  S is a subtable of T if and only if S is

obtained from T by replacing some defined products by *'s (holes).  S is a supertable

of T if and only if T is a subtable of S.

Proposition  2.b. // T is associative, then so are all subtables of T.

Proposition 2.c.  // T is nonassociative, then so are all supertables of T.

Testing for associativity is sometimes easy.   A full table (without *'s) is associa-

tive if and only if

»i(Vj»k) = (vivj>k

for all 1 < i, j, k < n (see Clifford and Preston [4] or Brück [3] for additional de-

tails).  Proposition 2.b immediately shows that subtables of known semigroup tables

are associative.

If a table contains *'s (holes) to begin with, then one must inspect all expres-

sions in the generators (of size 3,4,...) and all evaluation-strategies for each string in

order to find a contradiction (if there is one) or to obtain the basis of a finite proof

that no contradictions can occur.   Heuristically, the size of expressions for considera-

tion can usually be kept rather low, as long as there are only a few *'s in the table.

We shall find more evidence for it in Section 3.

A useful technique for speeding up the search for possible contradictions is table-

completion.

Definition.   S is a completion of T if and only if there is a sequence of tables

T0, Tx, ... , Tp such that

(a) T0 = T,

(b) Tp = S,

(c) for 0 < / < p, T¡ is a subtable of T¡+x,

(d) for each / (0 < / < p), if v¡ • y  = * in T¡ and v¡ • uy = vk in T¡+ x then

"i •  Vf =T¡ Vk-

A table-completion is obtained by "filling up" more and more holes, in a manner

which is consistent with the current products.

Theorem 2.d.   T is (non)associative if and only if each completion S of T is

(non)associative.

Proof.   We shall prove by induction that for all X, Y: X =T Y if and only if

X=SY.

Let S be obtained from T by a chain of consecutive completions T = T0, Tx,

... ,Tp = S.   Assume (as we may) that each completion is obtained by filling in one

* at a time.   A contraction or expansion which uses a non-* entry from T¡ will be

called a ^-step.  We claim that for 0 < / < p: X =T Y if and only if X =T   Y.

The claim is trivial for / = 0.   For / > 0 we shall prove the claim by showing

that for 0 < / < p: X =T  Y if and only if X =T    x Y.

If X =T¡ Y, then certainly X =T¡+1  Y.   Let T¡+ x be obtained from T¡ by

writing VjVj = vk for v¡Vj = * in T¡, with v¡Vj =T¡ vk.  Let X =T       Y and consider

a chain of Tl+X-steps

X = Xn ■*  ■ ■ ■ -* Xm = Y.o c,e c,e     m
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Consider each step which is not a 7^-step.   If the step is a contraction, then it must

be of the form

aVjVjß ■+ avkß

with a reference to the new product.  As v¡v, = vk in T¡, we can replace this step by

an explicit chain of Tj-steps

av;Vß  -»•••-» avkß.
' I"c,e c,e     kr

One can make a dual replacement if the non-7^ step is an expansion.   In either case

we can rewrite the chain entirely in T^-steps.   It follows that X =T  Y.    D

In later associativity tests we shall indeed always attempt to complete a table as

far as we can (within reasonable search limits).  If we find conflicting products in do-

ing so, then we obviously have a nonassociative table.  As long as no conflicting prod-

ucts are found, we may hope that each table-completion gives a valuable shortcut in

the many evaluation-strategies we must try in order to eventually arrive at a decision.

2.2.  Computer Representation of Tables.   To facilitate the processing of tables

of order n by computer we need a simple, numeric representation of the "values" from

V which appear in the boxes of the n x n array: we shall code * as 0, vx as 1, ... , vn

as n.

Example:

is represented as

Let T(i, j) denote the numeric entry for v¡Vj in table T.

For the purpose of storing tables in (external) files we need a simple scheme to

code entire tables into numbers.  We shall represent each table T of order n as an

(n + l)-ary number T(\, 1)7X1, 2) • • • T(n, n) ox

code(T) = ¿   ¿ T(n + \~i,n+\-j)-(n + l)"('-D + (/-D.
i=i /=i

Straightforward routines were written to convert tables into codes and conversely,

to store codes into a file and to read codes from a file.   A routine was written to

print tables in readable form on a teletype, so as to facilitate direct inspection and tests

by hand.

All routines were written in PASCAL and run on the CDC 6400 computer at the

Computation Center of SUNY at Buffalo.   A listing of the programs is available from

the authors.

3. Deciding (Non)Associativity for Tables of Order 3.  We shall proceed to ex-

plain the techniques by means of which we were able to decide associativity for all

262,144 tables of order 3.
Our general strategy for solving the associativity problem is as follows. We begin
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with a few promising, expedient criteria which eliminate (i.e., decide) a large number of

tables right away at a low cost per table. Based on a study of some of the remaining

tables we choose a new criterion which is likely to eliminate many more tables with little

extra effort, and repeat this heuristic elimination-process until we get stuck.

We consider the order in which we applied the various criteria at least as interesting

as the actual criteria themselves.

3.1. Pruning During Recursive Generation. We assume familiarity with the tech-

nique of backtracking as explained, for instance, in Bitner and Reingold [2].

We generate tables systematically with a recursive procedure, starting from an

initially "all zero" table and filling more and more boxes with each possible nonzero

value. We backtrack each time we "know" (on the basis of an easy criterion) that the

table will be nonassociative no matter how we proceed (see 2.c), and after exploring all

possibilities generated in the "lower" recursive calls. The method resembles the recursive

generation of all table-codes as 4-ary numbers in ascending order.

For pruning the recursion (as indicated) we need a fast but powerful criterion to

conclude nonassociativity on the generated part of a table. The trick is that once we

know that the current part of a table is nonassociative we do not want to waste time on

the explicit generation of its supertables, because they will come out to be nonassociative

also (use 2.c). We decided to look for "trivial" contradictions of the form

Vj(VjVk) * (VjVj)vk

among defined products.

The method eliminated as many as 230,355 tables as being provably nonassociative,

using about 236 seconds of computing time. This simple criterion enabled us to elimi-

nate about 88% of all tables!

The 31,789 tables for which the criterion failed were saved on a file.

3.2. Elimination of Subtables of Order 3-Semigroups. Among the 31,789 tables

left there are 113 full tables (without *'s). These tables must be associative (as they

passed the test in 3.1), and are easily recognized to be the 113 semigroups of order 3

(see, e.g. Plemmons [13]). By 2.b we can eliminate the semigroup tables and their sub-

tables from the file.

As different semigroup tables may very well have many identical subtables, a

straightforward elimination-routine could waste much time in cancelling tables "more

than once". Our recursive generation and successive elimination of subtables was made

more efficient by applying a simple pruning criterion again, based on the fact that once

a subtable is found which was eliminated earlier then all of its subtables must have been

eliminated earlier also (and, consequently, there is no need to go through them again).

The method eliminated 22,761 tables in about 46 seconds, reducing the number

of tables left for consideration in the file to 9028.

3.3. Table-Completion.  The remaining tables have no contradiction of the form

v¡(VjVk) =£ (v¡Vj)vk, but cannot be completed to an order 3 semigroup either.

After inspecting a number of tables by hand, we concluded that it would be

impractical to consider parenthesized products of size 4, 5, ... at this stage because

the work required for each product of size 5 or larger would become too costly in
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computer time, while our estimates indicated that the number of tables eliminated by

this method would remain relatively small.

We decided to consider all v¡(vvk) - (v¡Vj)vk expressions again, to see which

gave a one-letter value on one side and an "undefined" two-letter product on the

other side.   In this manner we obtain a completion of the table, where we note that

the associativity problem of any completion remains equivalent to the associativity

problem of the original table (see 2.d).

An elimination-criterion is obtained by observing that we may discard a table as

nonassociative once we find contradictory products during the completion-process. Our

routine was designed so as to eliminate all supertables of any such table also.

The method eliminated 7056 tables, leaving only 1972 tables yet undecided. The

7056 tables we eliminated were saved in a separate file for later inspection of "special

properties".

3.4. Forming a Conjecture.   We showed by hand that the first dozen tables left

all were associative.   Based on this remarkable discovery we conjectured at this point

that all remaining tables might be associative (which will indeed turn out to be true).

Note that we may not expect that such a conjecture holds already at this same

point if we were to do the current process on tables of any order greater than 3.

3.5. Isomorphism Rejection.   The proofs of associativity for the first few tables

varied widely, with no single heuristic clearly emerging as "the best".  With a manage-

able number of tables left we decided to search for isomorphism classes of tables under

an appropriate group of symmetries, and to apply the remaining tests to one represent-

ative of each class only.

The associativity problem for a table is invariant under any renaming of vx, v2,

and v3 (as implied by any permutation of these letters), and under mirroring around

the main diagonal (which merely "reverses" the direction of the products).  A class

may contain up to 12 isomorphic tables.

For each uncancelled table we determined the representative in its class with

smallest code-number, and cancelled all other tables in the class (which includes the

table we started from, unless it happened to be the chosen representative) from the

file.

The method reduced the number of tables to 193.

3.6. Table-Completion.   Looking at a sample, it appeared that many tables had a

same completion.

Using a previous procedure (see 3.3), we determined for each table as good a

completion as we could get, and actually replaced each table in the file by its comple-

tion.

After eliminating duplicates and another round of isomorphism rejection we were

left with only 31 tables.

3.7. Elimination of Subtables. By visual inspection we found that 15 tables were

subtables of some other tables in the remaining set. Using 2.b and with the associativity

conjecture (3.4) still unrefuted, we decided that we could eliminate all subtables for

the remaining process. The resulting file of 16 tables is shown in Figure 1. We shall refer

to the individual tables as 1-a, 1-b,... .
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v2    v2   lv3 v3      v2     v3 v3      v2      v3

v2      vl v2    |v2      v3 v3    I v3   | v3

Figure 1

3.8. Parikh Test.   For each chain X = Xr *t
one may keep track of the changing set of symbols of each intermediate string X¡ in a

so-called Parikh-vector (tt['', itîp, tt3'^) (as in Parikh [12], see also Salomaa [15]),

where itr' counts the number of symbols u.- in X¡.

In an expansion vk —>viVi we must lower the vk -count by 1 and increment the

Vf and u-counts by 1 each.   In a contraction v¡v¡ —*■ vk we must update the Parikh-

vector in the opposite way.   It follows that in each step the Parikh-vector changes by

adding or subtracting one out of finitely many possible step-vectors 6X, ... , 6f which

correspond to the defined entries of the table.

If (say) vx —£ u2,then there must be an integer solution X,,... ,X, to the equation

(i,o,o)= X \sbs = (o,i,o)
i

(but the converse is not necessarily true!).  If the equation has no solution in integers,

then we may conclude that d, $t v2.
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Similarly testing solvability of the resulting equations for each choice of v¡ and

Vi (i =£ /) is the essence of the Parikh test for a table.  If no equation is found to have

a solution in integers, then we can discard the table as associative.

Example.   The step-vectors for Table 1 -a are

öx =(-1,0,2),
ô2= (1,-1,1),

Ô3= (0,2,-1).

The equation

(1,0, 0) + Xj(-1,0, 2) + X2(l, -1, 1)+ X3(0, 2, - 1) = (0, 1, 0)

has the unique solution \x = 2/5, X2 = -3/5, X3 = 1/5.  It follows that vx ^x_a v2.

In a similar manner one can show that vx ^l_a v3 and v2 ^l_a v3.

Applying the Parikh-test by hand, one can eliminate Tables 1-a through 1-h

successfully as associative.

3.9. Biased Parikh-Test.   One can observe that for each of the Tables 1-i to 1-k

the following special property holds: whenever a product begins with the letter vx,

then any contraction or expansion of the product must begin with the letter vx also.

It follows immediately that vx ^ v2 and vx ^ v3, and we only need to test the pair

v2,v3.  Using the Parikh-test, one can easily verify that v2 ^ v3 for each of the tables,

and we can eliminate 1-i through 1-k as associative.

In Table 1-1 we can make the same observation for v3, and we need not consider

this letter further.  The Parikh-test easily shows that vx ^ v2, and we conclude that

1-1 is associative also.

For Table 1-m one can make the similar observation that whenever a product

contains a vx (not necessarily up front), then any contraction or expansion of the

product must also contain a vx.  Using the Parikh-test, one can show that v2 ^ v3

again, and it follows that 1-m can be eliminated as associative.

3.10. Tough Tables.   Tables 1-n through 1-p (the remaining cases) appear to be

more difficult to prove associative.  We shall develop a useful, but cumbersome tech-

nique in which we shall use the common notation for regular languages in formal

language theory (see Salomaa [15]).

For each letter v¡ we shall want to determine a set R(v¡) with the following

properties:

(a) VjE R(Vj),

(b) if X E R(v¡) and X ¿-+ Y, then Y E R(v¡).

An R(v¡) will always contain {X\v¡ —* X} (the equivalence class of v¡), but we do not

demand that each R(v¡) necessarily coincides with this set (i.e., we do not demand

that R(v¡) is as small as possible).  The practical reason is that the exact equivalence

class of a vi may be hard to determine, and that it may be easier to describe a wider

set which is closed under the expansion and contraction operations.

To test for associativity it is sufficient to compute just two i?(u)-sets and to

check that v¡ $. R(Vj) for all / and (the two relevant values for)/, with i #/.
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Tables 1-n through 1-p are proved to be associative by taking the following sets,

respectively,

1-n: R(vx) = (v3v3)*vxv* U (v3v3)*v3v2v*,

R(v2) = (v3v3)*v2v* U (v3v3)*v3vxv*,

l-o: R(v2) = (v^v^v^)*v2(vxvx)* U (v1L'v2¥v3*)*v3vx(vxvx)*,

R(v3) = (v*v^v^)*v3(vxvx)* U (i;*i;*i;*)*i;2D1(u1u1)*,

l-p:R(vx) = v*x,

R(v2) = v2.

It follows that we have finished the classification of all tables of order 3.  We

proved

Theorem 3.a.  The associativity problem is effective for all tables of order < 3.

3.11.   Tables of Order 2.  Along the way we must have encountered all tables

which are "essentially" of order 2.   By changing some parameters in our routines we

can quickly run the analysis again, this time for the 81 tables of order 2 only.

The "pruning during recursive generation" eliminates 16 tables with a contradic-

tion of the form v¡(VjVk) =£ (v¡Vj)vk.  Among the remaining tables there are 8 full

tables, which must be semigroups!   Some of the full tables are isomorphic, and it ap-

pears that there are only 4 "distinct" semigroups of order 2 (see Figure 2).

Figure 2

It turns out that the "elimination of subtables of order 2 semigroups" removes

as many as 64 of the remaining 65 tables as associative from the file.  The one table

left to consider is shown in Figure 3.   This table is easily shown to be associative with

the Parikh-test.

Figure 3

4.  Some Statistics for Order 3 Tables.   Among the 262,144 tables of order 3

we found 24,733 associative tables (about 9%) and 237,411 nonassociative tables.

Note that among the 81 tables of order 2 we found 65 associative tables (about

80%) and only 16 nonassociative tables.   It is interesting that in this case the number
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of associative tables is still relatively large.  It is likely that the percentage decreases

very rapidly for larger order.

Among the 237,411 nonassociative tables of order 3 we found as many as 230,355

tables to be nonassociative because of a direct contradiction of the form v¿(VjVk) =#

(v¡Vj)vk.  The remaining 7056 tables were proved to be nonassociative in an attempted

completion.  As they were saved on a separate file, we decided to examine these

tables in detail to see how much "deeper" the contradictions were hidden.  We shall

first look for contradictions in expressions of a certain size by just choosing different

bracketings (which essentially gives one-mountain contradictions).

4.1.  Contradictions by Different Bracketings.   Among the 7056 tables we spotted

6072 tables with a contradiction on a size 4 expression (only 572 nonisomorphic cases),

492 tables with a contradiction on a size 5 expression (only 42 nonisomorphic cases),

and 96 more tables with a contradiction on a size 6 expression (only 8 nonisomorphic

cases).

Example.   Table 4-a (Figure 4) has no size 3 contradiction, but it has a size 4

contradiction

{vx =}(v3(v2v3))v3 =tv3(v2(v3v3)){=v2}.

Table 4-b has no size 3 or 4 contradictions, but it has a size 5 contradiction

{u, =}(u3(u2(i;3u2)))u3 ¥= (v3v2)(v3(v2v3)){= v3}.

Table 4-c has no size 3, 4, or 5 contradictions, but it has a size 6 contradiction

{Vi=K(v3(v3v2)Xv3v2))o2 * v3((v3((v2v3)v2))v2){= v3}.

V2    V3 V3   |V1

Figure 4

The amount of computer time spent per table now became a strong argument

not to continue the search for contradictions on expressions of a larger size in the

remaining tables.

We conclude that there are 396 tables left which have no contradictions of size

less than or equal to 6, and which would require us to look at expressions of size 7 or

larger or which would require a chain with "several mountains" (rather than just one)

to prove a contradiction.

4.2. Tables With No One-Mountain Contradiction. We reduced the 396 remain-

ing tables to 36 nonisomorphic cases, and made a further reduction by observing that

each of the 36 tables was in fact a subtable of one of the 4 tables in Figure 5.
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"1 "1 "1 '1 '1 "1 '1

abed

Figure 5

We shall prove that none of these tables (and thus none of the 396 tables considered

here) has a single mountain contradiction. This proves an earlier claim (see 2.1) that

Tamari's one-mountain theorem is not valid for general tables, which was demonstrated

before only with a single example of order 6.

We shall consider the tables in Figure 5 one-by-one.

In Table 5-a it appears that vx =v2, for example by means of the following chain

V2 7 U3U2 7 U3U3U2 7 VlV2 v2v2v2 -»■ UiU2"1 'I-

It is not hard to argue that there can be no single mountain chain from u2 to vx. The

letter v2 can be expanded into strings of the form v3Vj°v2 only, whereas subsequent

application of contractions on any such string can never eliminate the v2 at the end.

In Table 5-b one can rename v2 as v3 and u3 as v2, resulting in a table which is

isomorphic to a subtable of 5-a. The nonvalidity of the one-mountain theorem follows

immediately from the previous case.

For Tables 5-c and 5-d it is harder to prove the nonexistence of a one-mountain

contradiction. We shall use a technique as in 3.10, involving the common notation for

regular languages again (Salomaa [15]).

For each letter v¡ we shall want to determine a set S(v¡) with the following proper-

ties:

(a) vteSív¿,

(b) if X E S(v¡) and X -^ Y, then Y E S(v¡).

An S(Vj) always contains {X\v¡ —► X}, but we do not require that S(v¡) necessarily coin-

cides with this smallest possible choice. Note that {X\v¡ —► X] is always a context-free

language, but we shall find it easier to describe a regular S(v¡) which perhaps strictly in-

cludes this set.

To test the nonvalidity of the one-mountain theorem it is sufficient to compute an

S-set for each v¡ and to prove that S(v¡) n 5(u.) = 0 for all i, j with i =£ j (which would

show, in fact, that there is no pair v¡ = i>- at all with a one-mountain proof).

For Tables 5-c and 5-d it is accomplished with the following 5-sets respectively:

5-c:    S(vx) = ((vtv2v3)*(v3v3)*v¿)*,

S(v2) = ü+

S(v3) = v3((v*v2v3)*(v3v3)*v*)*,

5-d:    S(vx) = (u*(u2ü*ii3i;*)*(L)2u*t;2u*)*(u3i;*u3i)*)*(ü3i;*ü2i;*)*)*,

S(v2) = u2(u*(u2u*u3i)*)*(i)2i)*ii2u*)*(u3iJ*i73L'*)*(i;3i;*i;2i;*)*)*,

S(v3) = u3(i)*(u2L)*u3u*)*(ü2ü*i>2ü*)*(ü3i)*ü3i'*)*(ií3L'*i'2u*)*)*.

This completes the analysis of nonassociative tables of order 3.
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